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THE PATH TO NO-TOUCH PROCESSING
Key Benefits of Moving Your US Trade Flows to CTM
OVERVIEW
Imagine an open, post-trade infrastructure that eliminates redundancies and manual processing across asset classes. And imagine if you
could manage the entire trade lifecycle—from post-execution to settlement—from one platform.
Together we’re working to achieve a state of true no-touch processing from post-execution to settlement finality. Key to this is our ability
to provide an end-to-end market utility workflow via a single trusted, integrated platform enabling firms industry-wide to reduce and
eventually eliminate the number of “touches” in institutional trade processing.
Fortunately, most of DTCC’s Institutional Trade Processing (ITP) vision is already in place today. Our focus is on helping clients evaluate
where they stand on the journey to re-imagine post-trade processing and determine how well they are leveraging their current investments
in ITP. Supporting US trades via CTMTM and retiring their firm’s usage of OASYSTM, enhances a firm’s ability to leverage the central
matching workflow, settlement notification functionality, and ALERT® enrichment available only through CTM and is the first step in the
evolution to a more seamless, automated trade matching and confirmation platform.

KEY BENEFITS OF MIGRATING US FLOWS TO CTM
■

Eliminate the need for duplicative matching or affirmation

■

■

Reduce operational costs associated with supporting and
maintaining multiple, separate interfaces and manual touch
points

Reduce trade fails and associated costs via the more efficient
central matching workflow

■

Receive settlement status to ensure settlement finality

■

■

■

■

Ability to interact with all counterparties on a single,
integrated system for both US and cross-border trade activity

Leverage a just-in-time SSI enrichment model using ALERT

■

Sell-side: Collapse middle and back office operations by
submitting a single confirm into CTM for US trades and have
CTM leverage TradeSuite to generate a confirm on your behalf

Buy-side: Instruct your custodians on settlement as well as
interested third parties, with the same authoritative trade
record utilizing CTM’s settlement notification functionality

■

Increase same day matching rates on T, on average from 77%
for TradeSuite to 95% for CTM

Enable automatic selection a preferred settlement location
(PSET) using our ALERT Key Auto Select (AKAS) functionality

■

View timely and consolidated trade and settlement exceptions, and
quickly resolve them via a feature-rich, web-based user interface

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Visit the DTCC Learning Center, Supporting US Trades on CTM, to find frequently asked questions, view
available workflows demonstrating how US trades can be processed today using CTM and TradeSuite
ID, and our optimal future state workflow that uses the CTM USDI (U.S. Depository Interface) workflow
to enable no-touch processing.
Please contact us via ServiceCentral or contact your Relationship Manager directly to learn more.

IT’S TIME TO RE-IMAGINE POST-TRADE PROCESSING. LEARN MORE.
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